A B h set (or Sidon set of order h) in an Abelian group G is any subset {b0, b1, .
Let φ(h, n) denote 1 the order of the smallest Abelian group containing a B h set of cardinality n + 1. Understanding the dependence of φ(h, n) on the parameters h and n, and in particular its asymptotic behavior in various regimes when h·n → ∞, are among the most important problems in the study of B h sets. We are interested here in the behavior of φ(h, n) as h → ∞ and n is kept fixed.
The following bounds are known:
(1.1) (2n)! 2 n (n!) 3 (h − 2n + 2) n < φ(h, n) ≤ (h + 1) n ,
where the left-hand inequality [9] holds for 0 ≤ 2n − 2 ≤ h, and the right-hand inequality [8] for all positive h, n. In particular,
(It is perhaps not obvious that the above limit exists; this will also be proven in Section 2.) In this note we shall provide a geometric characterization of the problem and a significant improvement of the above upper bound. Several results which are known to hold in a different asymptotic regime-h fixed and n → ∞-should also be mentioned. The following bound, valid for 1 ≤ h/2 ≤ n + 1, is to our knowledge the best known 2 [8, 3, 9] :
The construction of Bose and Chowla [2] asserts that φ(h, n) ≤ n h + n h−1 + · · · + 1 for n a prime power, and so
Closing this gap for h ≥ 3 remains an outstanding open problem in the field.
For an overview of known results on B h sets and related objects, and an extensive list of references, see [10] .
1.2. Lattice-packings. Let L be a full-rank lattice in R n , and K a compact set with non-empty interior. (K, L) is said to be a packing in R n if, for every x, y ∈ L, x = y, the translates K + x and K + y have no interior points in common. The density of such a packing is defined as δ(K, L) = vol(K)/ det(L), and the lattice-packing density of the body K is then
The supremum here is taken over all lattices in R n and is always attained for some L * , i.e., δ l (K) = δ(K, L * ). For a very nice and extensive account of the theory of lattices and packing problems, see [6] .
We are interested here in lattice-packings of the simplex △ n = x ∈ R n : x i ≥ 0, n i=1 x i ≤ 1 (here and hereafter x stands for (x 1 , . . . , x n )). Note that vol(△ n ) = 1/n!. For n ≤ 3, exact values of the lattice-packing density of △ n are known [6, p. 249] , [7] :
while in higher dimensions one can only give bounds on it at this point [11, p. 72] :
A better lower bound is known for n → ∞ [4] :
Packings in discrete spaces are defined in a similar way. For example, if L is a lattice in Z n and S ⊂ Z n a finite set, we say that (S, L) is a packing in Z n if the sets K + x and K + y are disjoint for every x, y ∈ L, x = y. Abusing the notation slightly we denote the density of such a packing also by δ(S, L) = |S|/ det(L), and we let δ l (S) = sup L δ(S, L), the supremum being taken over all lattices in Z n .
We shall also need a discrete analog of △ n :
h is a discrete simplex of "sidelength" h, dimension n, and cardinality |△ n h | = h+n n .
2 It was derived for cyclic groups and in slightly different forms (but with the same asymptotics) in [8, 3] . The bound in (1.3), and its validity in all finite Abelian groups, were proven in [9] .
Main results
The problem of constructing B h sets of given cardinality in "small" Abelian groups is closely related to that of constructing dense lattice-packings of simplices in Euclidean spaces. This observation is the main result that we wish to report here, and is stated precisely in the following theorem.
A notational convention: For a ∈ R, S ⊂ R n , we let aS = {ax : x ∈ S}.
Theorem 2.1. For every n ≥ 1 and ǫ > 0,
the lower bound being valid for every h ≥ 1, and the upper bound for h ≥ h 0 (n, ǫ). Consequently,
.
Proof. The proof builds on the geometric interpretation of B h sets given in [9] . Namely,
is a packing in Z n , then the group Z n /L contains a B h set of cardinality n + 1. In particular, the lattice-packing density of the simplex △ n h is
To prove the left-hand inequality in (2.1), observe that any packing (△ n h , L) in Z n induces a packing (h△ n , L) in R n , and that the density of the latter cannot exceed δ l (△ n ) by definition. If L is optimal, in the sense that det(L) = φ(h, n), we get
Now for the right-hand inequality in (2.1). Since h+n n ∼ h n /n! when h → ∞, the statement is equivalent to the following: for every ε ′ ∈ (0, 1) and h large enough,
be an optimal lattice-packing in R n . First, since for packings in R n we allow the simplices to touch on their boundaries, and for those in Z n we don't, we shall analyze the packing
(the translates of (1−ε)△ n by the vectors in L * are necessarily disjoint, see Figure 1 ). Suppose that L * is generated by the vectors v 1 , . . . , v n . Let v i;h be the vector in h Z, and let L h be the lattice generated by v 1;h , . . . , v n;h . Then clearly, as h → ∞, the approximation becomes more accurate and the fundamental region of L h converges to the fundamental region of L * (meaning that the volume of the symmetric difference of the parallelepipeds P (v 1 , . . . , v n ) and P (v 1;h , . . . , v n;h ) tends to zero, where
The latter is equivalent to saying that ((1 − ε)h△ n ∩ Z n , hL h ) is a packing in Z n , the density of which is
This establishes the existence of a family of packings of △ n h with the limiting density (1 − ε) n δ l (△ n ) > (1 − ε ′ )δ l (△ n ), and therefore, for h large enough, From this and (2.4) one easily concludes that
which is equivalent to (2.2).
Remark 2.2. Analogous statements can be made in many other scenarios. For example, lattice-packings of cross-polytopes ♦ n r = x ∈ Z n : n i=1 |x i | ≤ r in Z n are of interest in coding theory as they represent linear codes of radius r under ℓ 1 metric and are closely related to codes in the so-called Lee metric (ℓ 1 metric on the torus Z n m ) [12, Ch. 10] . Their asymptotic behavior for r → ∞ and n fixed can, similarly to (2.5), be expressed as
where ♦ n = x ∈ R n : n i=1 |x i | ≤ 1 is the n-dimensional cross-polytope in R n . Using the known facts about lattice-packings of simplices stated in (1.5)-(1.7), we obtain the following claim. Corollary 2.3. For every n ≥ 1 and ǫ > 0,
the lower bound being valid for every h ≥ 1, and the upper bound for h ≥ h 0 (n, ǫ). Furthermore, for n ≤ 3,
and, for n ≥ 4,
For n large enough we have
Comparing (1.1) and (2.7) we see that the lower bound on φ(h, n) is slightly improved, while the improvement of the upper bound is significant. In paticular, the upper bound on lim h→∞ φ(h, n)/h n is improved from 1 to a rapidly decreasing function of n (see (1.2) and (2.10)).
For n ∈ {1, 2} one can in fact give exact expressions for φ(h, n): φ(h, 1) = h + 1 and φ(2r, 2) = 3r 2 + 3r + 1, φ(2r + 1, 2) = 3(r + 1) 2 (the case n = 1 is trivial, and the case n = 2 follows from the existence of certain tilings of Z 2 , see Section 3.1).
Additional remarks and open problems
3.1. Equivalent packings and perfect B h sets. It is easy to show that if (△ n h , L) is a packing in Z n , then so is (△ n r − △ n t , L) for any r, t ≥ 0 with r + t = h, where △ n r − △ n t = x − y : x ∈ △ n r , y ∈ △ n t . It turns out [9] that there exist perfect packings, i.e., tilings of Z n by △ n r − △ n r when 3 : 1.) n ∈ {1, 2}, r ≥ 1, and 2.) n a prime power, r = 1. The corresponding B 2r sets might therefore be called perfect B 2r sets. It is an open problem to (dis)prove that these are the only cases when such sets exist. The corresponding question for tilings by cross-polytopes ♦ n r (perfect codes in Z n under ℓ 1 metric) is known as the Golomb-Welch conjecture and has inspired a significant amount of research since it was originally published in [5] .
Similarly, one could define perfect B 2r−1 sets as those that correspond to tilings by △ n r − △ n r−1 . It can be verified directly that such sets exist for 1.) n ∈ {1, 2}, r ≥ 1 (see Figure 2) , and 2.) n ≥ 1, r = 1. Again, whether these are the only cases is not known.
It is known [9, Thm 3.5] that there are no perfect B h sets for n ≥ 3 and h ≥ h 0 (n).
Remark 3.1. Lattice-packings of △ n r −△ n r represent linear codes of radius r under ℓ 1 metric in the lattice A n = x ∈ Z n+1 : n+1 i=1 x i = 0 [9] . The upper bound in Corollary 2.3 can be equivalently stated as a lower bound on the asymptotic packing density of such codes: lim r→∞ δ l (△ n r − △ n r ) ≥ 2 −(n−1) for every n ≥ 1. This improves the bound in [9, eq. (19)] for n ≥ 6. For n large enough we get a further improvement: lim r→∞ δ l (△ n r − △ n r ) ≥ (log 2 + o(1)) n 2 −n .
Cyclic groups.
It is worthwhile investigating whether Theorem 2.1 remains valid if we restrict ourselves to cyclic groups only (B h sets in finite groups are in fact predominantly studied in the cyclic case in the literature [8, 3, 10] ). Namely, is it true that, for any fixed n, there is a sequence of positive integers (m n (h)) h such that m n (h) ∼ h n /(n! δ l (△ n )) and the group Z mn(h) ≡ Z/m n (h)Z contains a B h set of cardinality n + 1? 3.3. Asymptotics. It follows from the discussion in Section 3.1 that Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3 can be rephrased in terms of the lattice-packing density of sets △ n r − △ n t for r + t = h. In particular, for all n ≥ 3,
Note that lim r→∞ δ l (△ n r − △ n r ) = δ l (△ n − △ n ), where △ n − △ n is the difference body of the simplex △ n (hexagon for n = 2, cuboctahedron for n = 3 [7] ).
Is it true that lim sup n→∞ δ l (△ n − △ n ) < 1 (this is equivalent to an asymptotic improvement of the upper bound in (1.6))? If so, can the limits be interchanged to conclude lim r→∞ lim sup n→∞ δ l (△ n r − △ n r ) < 1? A positive answer to the latter would give an improved lower bound in (1.4), and would imply non-existence results for perfect B h sets.
3.4.
Covering analogs of B h sets. Let G be a finite Abelian group, as before. Definition 3.2. We say that C = {c 0 , c 1 , . . . , c n } ⊂ G is a C h set if every element of the group can be expressed as a sum c i 1
If C is a C h set then so is C − c 0 = {0, c 1 − c 0 , . . . , c n − c 0 }, and vice versa; we can therefore assume that c 0 = 0. Note that C = {0, c 1 , . . . , c n } is a C h set if and only if
The objects just defined are natural covering analogs of B h sets, but they do not seem to have been studied before. We state here briefly some results paralleling those for B h sets and their geometric interpretation.
Let us first recall some terminology. For a lattice L and a body K in R n , (K, L) is said to be a covering of R n if the union x∈L (K + x) contains all of R n . The density of such a covering is defined as ϑ(K, L) = vol(K)/ det(L), and the lattice-covering density of the body K is then
for any convex body K ⊂ R n , where c is some constant [11, p. 19] . The definitions for coverings of Z n with a finite set K ⊂ Z n are similar, with vol(K) replaced by |K|.
The following claim can be proven in a way analogous to the familiar connection between lattice-packing/tiling problems and group splitting (see [13, 14] and the references therein).
Theorem 3.3. If C = {0, c 1 , . . . , c n } is a C h set in an Abelian group G, then (△ n h , L) is a covering of Z n , where L = x ∈ Z n : n i=1 x i c i = 0 , and G is isomorphic to Z n /L. Conversely, if (△ n h , L ′ ) is a covering of Z n , then the group Z n /L ′ contains a C h set of cardinality at most n + 1.
Let ψ(h, n) denote the size of the largest Abelian group containing a C h set of size n + 1. Then Theorem 3.3 implies that the lattice-covering density of the simplex △ n h is .
Trivially, ψ(h, 1) = φ(h, 1) = h + 1. Also, since ϑ l (△ 2 ) = 3/2 [6, p. 249], we have ψ(h, 2) ∼ 1 3 h 2 . Hence, the largest group containing a C h set of cardinality 3 is about 9/4 times smaller than the smallest group containing a B h set of the same size, for large h.
Finally, we note that group-theoretic analogs of lattice-coverings by △ n r − △ n t can be defined in a similar way, by the condition 
